Museums Concentration, Smith College Classes of 2018 and 2019J

Annabella Boatwright ’18
*Show Me Stuff! A Model of Online Discovery in the SCMA Collection*

Amanda Bolin ’18
*The Deaccessioning Conflict: An exposition into the modern museum plague*

Samantha Bryce ‘18
*Museums as Institutions of Scientific Research*

Maia Erslev ’18
*Augmented Reality in Museums: A New Reality*

Laura Green ’18
*SCMA Teen Audio Guide: Stories/ Perspectives of College Students and Recent Grads*

Kate Hanks ’18
*Being Kids in Museums*

Alice Matthews ’18
*SCMA TagCloud: Creating Personally Relevant Museum Experiences*

Katherine O’Hara ’18
*Digital Ephemeral Exhibits*

Tara Sacerdote ‘18
*Indians in Art Museums*

Natalie Sandstrom ’19J
*Customizing Accessibility: An Interactive Digital SCMA Tour for Families and Adults*